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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we study some limit relations involving some q-special functions related with the Al 
(root system) tableau of Dunkl-Cherednik operators. Concretely we consider the limits involving 
the nonsymmetric q-ultraspherical polynomials (q-Rogers polynomials), ultraspherical poly- 
nomials (Gegenbauer polynomials), q-Hermite and Hermite polynomials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study some limit relations involving some q-special functions 
related with the Ai(root system) tableau of Dunkl-Cherednik operators. In fact 
we will continue the research initiated by Cherednik on the interconnection of 
the Ai root system and the special functions. In the paper [14] Koornwinder 
proved that the q-ultraspherical polynomials are closely related with the ex- 
tended affine Hecke Algebra of type Ai and starting from them it is shown how 
several other families of q-special functions are related to this Hecke algebra. It 
is important to notice that the q-ultraspherical polynomials are instances of the 
celebrated Askey-Wilson polynomials for which the Hecke algebra approach 
also works, for more details on this and further references see the very recent 
paper [16]. In his paper [14] Koornwinder proved several limit relations involv- 
ing the q-ultraspherical polynomials, ultraspherical polynomials and func- 
Key words andphrases: q-polynomials, root systems, Dunkl-Cherednik operators, hypergeometric 
functions, basic hypergeometric series 
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tions, the Hall-Littlewood polynomials and the Bessel functions. Here we will 
complete it studying the limit relations involving the q-ultraspherical poly- 
nomials, the q-Hermite and the Hermite polynomials. Let us point here that we 
are considering the limit transitions of nonsymmetric analogues of the special 
families of orthogonal polynomials, the limit transitions for the usual families 
are well known [12]. 
For an introduction of a q-special functions see e.g. [7,12] and for a review of 
the theory of root systems see [lo]. The connection of root system with hy- 
pergeometric functions was studied in details in [9,8] (see also the survey [13] 
for a detailed introduction). The special functions associated to a root system 
have an algebraic interpretation [1,2,3] in the framework of alline and graded 
Hecke algebras [15] (see also [ll]). Of particular interest is the paper [16] where 
the connection between the Askey-Wilson polynomials and the non-reduced 
affine root system of rank one is established and it is used for deriving several 
properties of the Askey-Wilson polynomials. The theory of Dunk1 operators is 
also used to introduce the multi-variable orthogonal polynomials (see [17] for 
the Hermite case and the nice book [5]) and for the connection with Bessel 
functions we refer to [4]. 
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we include some 
definitions which will be useful in the next sections. In Section 3, some previous 
results on q-ultraspherical polynomials are presented which allow in Section 4 
to obtain the limit to q-Hermite polynomials. Finally, in Sections 5 and 6 the 
limit from q-Hermite polynomials to Hermite polynomials and ultraspherical 
polynomials to Hermite polynomials are considered. In the last two cases it 
was necessary to work in the space of vector functions instead of the standard 
space of Laurent polynomials. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let V be a d-dimensional real vector space with an inner product (. , .). For a E 
V\(O) let s, denotes the orthogonal reflection with respect to the hyperplane 
orthogonal to a: 
&4P) -P-y+. a> a! 
(DE V). 
A root system in V is a finite subset R of V\(O) which spans V and satisfies 
s,(p) E R and 2(/3,4 ___ E 27 
(a, 4 
Ya, p E R. 
A root system R that satisfies the condition: if CX, p E R and cy = c/3 for some 
c E R, then c = +I, is called a reduced root system. 
We will deal here with the irreducible root system A1 which corresponds to 
the case d = 1 and R = (f2) c R. It is represented in figure 2 
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Fig. 1: Root System Al 
Here we will use the standard notation for the q-special functions [7]. 
Throughout the paper we will suppose that q E (0,l). For given q E (0,l) the 
q-basic hypergeometric series r’pq is defined by 
( 
Q,Q2, “‘,& 
” b1,b2,...,bp’ ” = ) = 
(1) 
2 (al; dk ” ’ bl.& zk [(-l~k$/2(k~l)]P~r-i-1, 
Ic=o (hi q)k. . . @pi qh (4; dk 
where, for k = 0; 1,2,, 
(4 
k-l 
(a;& := 1, (a;& :=mQo(’ -uT)1 @;q), = fi(l -%f’) 
m=O 
From (1) it is clear that for al = q-” with n = 0, 1,2, . . the series terminates after 
k = y1 terms. Also we need the generalized hypergeometric function pFg 
where (u)~ is the Pocchammer symbol 
(4) (~)~:=l, (a)k:=a(a+l)(u+2)...(u+k-1), k=1,2,3 ,... . 
Notice that for al = -n with IZ = 0, 1; 2, . . the series also terminates after k = n 
terms. 
Let us now define the hypergeometric polynomials which will be considered 
in this paper. We start with the q-ultraspherical polynomials which are a par- 
ticular case of the Askey-Wilson polynomials [12]. They are the symmetric 
Laurent polynomials 
(5) R;,q(=) = 493 
4 -n/2 , q@+k , qWz : qWz-’ 
-qk , qW+i 
, -qV+i; qW, ql12 k E R. 
Notice that @q(z) are polynomials of degree y1 in w. Here we are using the 
notation introduced in [14] (for the standard notation see e.g. [7,12]). Let us 
point out that the RF(z) polynomials are related with the “standard” q-ultra- 
spherical (Rogers) polynomials [12, Eq. (3.10.15)] by the expression 
which follows from the Singh transformation formula [7, pag. 891. 
The polynomials @q(z) are orthogonal with respect to a bilinear (positive 
definite in the space of Laurent polynomials with real coefficients) form 
(F, G)k,q defined by 
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and their norms are given by 
tRk,q Rk,q) 
n 7 
m klq 
= 2(1 - qkhk% d&?k; d,(qk+l; &c 6 
(1 - 4k+n)(42k; 4)n(4UC; d&3; 4L nm. 
The ultraspherical polynomials are given by 
(8) R:(z) = 2F1 
They satisfy the orthogonality relation 
We want to point out here that 
s TT R~(eie)R~(eie) sin2k BdO = s 1 R;(x)R;(x)(l - x2)k-1’2dx. 0 -1 
The ultraspherical polynomials are related with the q-ultraspherical poly- 
nomials (5) by the limit relation 
(10) R:(z) = ,ty- R$q(z). 
The continuous q-Hermite polynomials are defined by 
q(z) = z”2Po 
4 
-n 
(11) 
,O 
L 
;ww2 1 
) 
and satisfy the orthogonality property 
They also can be obtained as a limit case of the q-ultraspherical polynomials (5) 
(13) H,4(z) = iirna q -1/2nkR$q(z). 
The above formula follows from the Eq. (6) and the formula (4.10.3) of [12]. 
Finally, we will consider the Hermite polynomials defined by 
which satisfy the orthogonality property 
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(15) (Hz, &z) = JW H,(x)Hm(x)e-“2dx = 2”n!fiS,,fi. 
-cc 
They can be obtained as a limit case of the q-Hermite polynomials (14) [12, Eq. 
(5.26.1)] 
H,4 
(0 
qlx 
(16) f&(x) = q”y lpq 42 
(-> 
> 
2 
or as a limit case of the ultraspherical polynomials (8) [ 12, pag. 691 
(17) 2?‘H,(x) = lim k”i2Ri 
k-cc 
3. NONSYMMETRIC q-ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS AND CHEREDNIK 
OPERATORS. 
Let us introduce the operators T, Y- and Y+ depending on a parameter t = 
4 -k/2 and acting on Laurent polynomials as follows 
(18) (TF)(z) = tF(z-‘) + (t - t-l)F(z)l~;f-l), 
(19) 
l/+1) 
(Y+ P)(z) = tP(q’%) + (t - t-1) “‘“‘/‘;$;-;~-L ) 
(20) (Y- F)(z) = trlF(qpz) + (t - t-1) F(q-1’2z;-; “y- 
l/+1) 
. 
They are usually called generalized reflection (T) and q-difference-reflection 
(Y*) operators and they are the so-called Cherednik operators. Notice that 
F(z) = F(z-1) (’ i.e., F is symmetric) iff TF = tF. The operators T and Y’ obey 
the following commutation relations 
(21) 
(T - t)(T+ tr’) = 0, TY+ - Y-T = (t- t-‘)Y+, 
y+y- = y-y+ =I, 
where I denotes the identity operator. The first relation is known as Hecke re- 
lation as well as the algebra generated by these three operators is called the ex- 
tended affine Hecke algebra of type At (see e.g. [13]). 
The eigenfunctions of the operators Y* are the so-called nonsymmetric 
q-ultraspherical polynomials [14] defined by 
(22) E$q(z) = Rkaq(z) +’ 
k+W(qWW) - q’lW-w))(q-Wz - qk/2z-‘) R~+liq(z) 
(1 + qk)(l - q2k’l) 
> 
forw=f(n+k), n= 1,2 ,..., i.e., 
(23) Y+E$q(z) = q-w/2E;q(z) and Y-E$q(z) = qw/2E$4(z). 
Notice [14] that the operator Yt + Y- acting on any symmetric Laurent poly- 
nomial F becomes into a q-difference operator 
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(Y+ + Y-p(z) = q-k/2 
( 
~F(q%,) + 11-mq~f;2H(q-ll?z)) ) 
then, using (23) we can recover [14] the eigenvalue equation for the q-ultra- 
spherical polynomials 
The nonsymmetric q-ultraspherical polynomials satisfy a biorthogonality re- 
lation with respect to a bilinear form on the space of Laurent polynomials [14] 
defined as 
(24) 
More concretely, 
In [14] the limits of nonsymmetric q-ultraspherical polynomials to nonsym- 
metric ultraspherical polynomials, nonsymmetric q-ultraspherical polynomials 
to nonsymmetric ultraspherical functions, nonsymmetric q-ultraspherical 
polynomials to Hall-Littlewood polynomials among others have been success- 
fully studied (in details). Here we will consider other limits which are also in- 
teresting and which have not been considered there. In such a way we will 
complete the Ai classification of q-basic polynomials. 
4. LIMIT NONSYMMETRIC q-ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS TO 
NONSYMMETRIC q-HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
Let us consider the limit when k -+ 00 (qk -+ 0). We will define the operators 
X+, X-’ and p in the following way 
(25) X+ := ,limm[@/2Y+], X- := ~~m~[qk/2Y~], * := ,Jimm[qk/2T]. 
This leads to 
(26) @F)(z) = F(z-‘) + yjzl) ) 
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(27) (X+8-)(z) = F(q”2z) + 
F(q’/2z) - F(q-‘/2z-1) 
(--lz-z- 1 ’ 
(28) (X-F)(z) = 
F(q-‘/2z) - F(q-‘/22-l) 
l---2 ’ 
and they satisfy the following commutation relation 
(29) p zz p, TX+ -x-T = Xf, x+x- = x-x+ = 0. 
Let define the functions E&(z) as follows 
E;(z) = i:. qp 1’2nkE,k’Ik(Z) = H,(Z) + (Cf - l)ZH,4_1(Z), 
(30) 
where x = w and n = 1,2,3; . . Then, from relations (23) by taking the limit 
q+ l-wefind 
(31) X+E;(Z) = q-“‘2E,4(z), x+E:,(z) = 0, 
(32) X-ET,(z) = q-n’2Egn(z), X-E!(z) = 0. 
The operators X+, X- and F ‘11 WI ac on the space Span{E;, ET,}. A function in t 
this space is symmetric (F(z) = F(z-t)) iff it is proportional to the q-Hermite 
polynomials H{(z). This, joint with the definition of T, means that the 
q-Hermite polynomials are the eigenfunctions of ?. Notice also that applying 
the operator X+ + X- to a symmetric polynomial 8’(z) we find 
(X’ + X-Mz) = j&l’(q1/2z) + &fyqpz), 
then by using (31)-(32) we recover the eigenvalue equation for the q-Hermite 
polynomials H;(z) [12, $3.261 
j& fe (41i2z) + &H;(q-1!2z) = q-“‘“H,“(z) 
Finally, let us consider the orthogonality properties of the functions E,4, ET,. 
We can do this in two different ways: l- calculating directly the norms, 2- taking 
limits in the expressions (24). Both leads us to the following result: The system 
E,4, ET, satisfy the following biorthogonality relation (compare with (12)) 
(n = 0, 1, . ..) 
E$(z)@(z-1)(qz2; cl)&*; q,,: = skdk, k, 1 E Z, 
where the dual system @, J?!, is defined as follows 
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&f(z) = lim q'l'""E$'pi(z) = H;(Z), 
(34) 
$+O 
@,(z) = j~oq”2’kE,4;k(z) = H;(z) - z-‘~,~~(~), 
and the norms are given by 
d?l = (qn+!;q), 7 d-n = (qn;;),, . 
The above result (33) can be found directly from the fact that 
w+‘; 4),/W; 4, = (1 - cw and the following straightforward lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let (F, G)4 and (F , G)b be the following two bilinear forms on the 
space of Laurent polynomials 
and suppose that f (z) and g( z ) are symmetric functions (a function f is a sym- 
metric function iff (z) = f (z-l)). Then, the following relations hold 
(4 (zf, zg)’ = (f ,g)h = 4 (f, g),, 
(4 (f .gz-‘)b = 0, 
(b> if, zg); = (zf , g), 
63 (zf , z-‘g$ = -i (f , A,. 
(4 (zf ,g)h = 0, 
5. LIMIT NONSYMMETRIC q-HERMITE POLYNOMIALS TO HERMITE 
POLYNOMIALS 
Let us consider the limit nonsymmetric q-Hermite polynomials to Hermite 
polynomials. Since the classical limit (16) involves functions on x and in (30) 
the functions depend explicitly on z we are obliged to use, instead scalar func- 
tions F(z), vector functions of the form f := VI (x),&(x))~, where, 
x = (z + z-‘)/2. They are related to each other by formulas 
F(z) =f1(x) + (z - z-‘)f2(x), 
(35) f, (x) = F(z) + Fk-‘1 
2 ' 
f2(x) = F(z) - Fk-‘1 
2(2-z-') . 
Notice that fi and f2 are symmetric functions on z. 
The next step is to rewrite the action of operators X+, X- acting on the space 
of Laurent polynomials F(z) as the equivalent matrix-operators X+ and X- 
acting on the space of vector functions (fr (x), f2(x))T. Using the definition 
(26)-(28) as well as (35) we find that 
x+-x+= (2 2): 
where 
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Jqg-l(x) = g/1 (yliiz+; 
-1/2zp1 
1 ( 
+f1 
4 
-1/2z + ql/2z-l 
2 11 
> 
X&f2(x) = - 
( 
q1’2z+; 
-1/2z-1 
I( 
f2 
q’/2z + q-l/2z-l 
2 > 
-( 
X&fi(X) Aq 
-wz + q’/22-’ 
4 
-1& + q’/2z-’ 
2 > ( 
f2 
> 2 ’ 
pz+q-w,- 
2 1 ( 
-f* q-‘/2,+qv+l 
2 
2(2-z-‘) 
1. 
Gh(4 = 
( 
q’J2z+qm’l2z-’ f2 
2 > ( 
q’:2Z+~w 
> ( 
+ q~li:z;q’:2i-l f2 
> ( 
q-:i2z_24’:2’-l 
z-z-1 
), 
We are interested to find the eigenfunctions of the operator X’. Using Eq. (35) 
and (301 we find that \ / 
(36) E:(z)- 
f%4 + w - +q- l(X) 
y Hibl(X) 
where z = e@. Notice that with our notation q”2zf$~“2z-’ = cos(8 - ilog fi) 
and q 
-I/2,+q’/2z-l 
2 = cos(0 + ilog Jii), x = cos 0. In order to take limits (and ob- 
tain non-trivial relations) we will consider the operator X+ - I. Let w= 
J- 9, 
i.e., q = 1 - 2~3, and let us suppose that the following limits exist 
Let us consider the case of the vector function corresponding to E,“. Notice 
that, from (16), in the case when fi and fz are given by the first Eq. in (36) the 
conditions (37) hold. Moreover fi (x) = H,(x) and 72(x) = -nH,_ i (x). Then, 
the first component of the matrix equation equivalent to (31) becomes 
(38) --+(WX) +$h(wx) = q-“C2- Ifi( X;;-I 
If we divide (38) by Wn and take the limit when w + 0 we obtain the equation 
(39) -&$.7(x) -2x3(4 = $l(x), 
or equivalently 
-$$(x) +2xnH,-l(X) = nH,(x). 
The last Eq. is equivalent to the second order differential equation satisfied by 
the Hermite polynomials since 2nH,- 1 (x) = HA(x). 
For the other equation (the second component of the matrix equation 
equivalent to (31)) we have 
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If we now take the limit w -+ 0, it becomes 
(41) -&p(x) -f,(x) = 0, 
which, by using the conditions (37), gives the identity 
-i-&H,(x) +nH,-l(x) = 0, or $(x) = 2nH,-i(X). 
Next, we will consider the action of the operator X+ on the vector function 
corresponding to E!,in (36). In this case we see that the conditions (37) do not 
hold. They should be changed by the following ones 
(42) _ fl(w4 ^ Jjmo,, =fi (x), lim w+,fs =h(x,. 
Then, the Eqs. equivalent to (38) and (40) lead to the Eqs. 
w2yiy]fl~) I ply- $4, 
w2 G .fl(wx) 
[ I 
f2 (wx) fl (wx) 
- ,,+[x&-I]-=-- 
W Wn-l Wn-l ’ 
which in the limit w --+ 0 gives us the Eqs. 
(43) - 2&(x) = -J(x), -A(x) = -&x,, 
respectively. A simple inspection on (36) ( second formula) leads us to & (x) = 
xH,- i(x) and fi(x) = 4 H,- i(x), so that the last formulas do not give any in- 
teresting result. 
For the second operator X- the procedure is analogously, in particular the 
conditions (37) and (42) should be imposed. We will here only give the resulting 
equations obtaining by taking the corresponding limits, i.e., the equations 
equivalent to (39), (41) and (43). They lead to the equations 
H,(x) = K(x), &H,,(x) = 2nfL1(x), xffn-I(X) = xH,-I(X), 
-&H”-‘(x) -~x~H~-~(x) +2(n - l)H,-i(x) = 0, 
respectively. 
Let us now consider the orthogonality property. First we need to rewrite the 
orthogonality for the functions E$, (33) in the space of vector functions. Notice 
that 
V’> Gj:, = VI , a); + ((z - z-‘).h , a); + (fi , (z - z-l)gz); 
+ ((2 - z-‘>.I%, (z - z-‘)gz);, 
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where E and G are given by formula (35). 
Next we add the numbers (-zf2, gt)‘, = (fi , z-lgz)b = 0 (see lemma (4.1)) 
and use the lemma (4.1) to find 
which, in matrix form, can be written as 
(PA; = &$ 
-v(z) 
(0) 
(fi(x)h(x)) (“5;;) 2(1 _ x2)p(z) 
a(x) dz 
>( > 
g2(x) 7’ 
where x = q -’ and p(z) = (z2; q),(ze2; q),. Here the dual system of (36) is 
(44 @,(z)- J?(x) - xH,4- 1 (x) Q%(x) 
. 
Because of Eq. (36), the above expression can be written for E,4 as 
where 
As before, we will change xkwx, multiply by s(w)w-~-~” and take the limits 
w+ 0 (the corresponding scaling factor s(w) is such that s(w)w(wx) ---f emX”). 
Then we find (n # m) 
(45) lrn @X(x),0) 
--w 
= ;/y Hn(x)Hm(x)e-x2dx = 0, 
30 
i.e., the orthogonality property of the classical Hermite polynomials. The same 
procedure (here we multiply by s(w)w-‘-~-~) but with the E!, functions leads 
to the orthogonality (n # m) 
.I 
O” (o,;%(s)) 
-cc (“,^; ;:..) ($HmO1(x))dx 
1 IX =- 
2 s 
H,-l(x)Hm~1(x)e-2dx = 0, 
-cm 
which is similar to the previous one. Notice also that, as before, we were obliged 
to use different scaling factors for the E,, q functions. Finally, for the “mixed” 
cases (E,4, a,); and (Ez,, &)i we obtain the same relation (45) and the trivial 
identity 0 = 0, respectively. 
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6. LIMIT NONSYMMETRIC ULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS TO HERMITE 
POLYNOMIALS 
Finally, we will consider the limit from nonsymmetric ultraspherical poly- 
nomials to Hermite polynomials. In [14] has been shown that the functions 
satisfy the Eq. 
(47) X$(z) = -WE;(z), 
where X is an operator on the space of Laurent polynomials obtained, for- 
mally, from the operators (19) and (20) by putting Y+ = q1/2x and taking the 
limit q --f 1 -. This yields 
(48) XP(z) = -k?‘(z) + zgz”(z) + 2k 
F(z) - F(z-1) 
1 -z-2 . 
The above Cherednik operator jointly with the operator s obtained from T 
given in (18) 
@P)(z) = ii?- = F(z-I) 
generate the graded affine Hecke algebra of type A i [ 141. 
Let us now to take the limit k + +ce in this case. As in the previous section 
we will work in the space of vector functions defined in (3.5) but now X is given 
by 
where 
xllfi (x) = -kfi (x), X12f2(x) = (2k + 1)2x&i(x) + 2b2 - 1) &h(x)> 
X?l.fi(X) =&m ~22.M4 = kfi(xL 
and the functions B&+,)(z) are given by 
(49) %+&)- 
Let consider the limit case corresponding to the first function Et+k(z). Let w = 
k-‘12 (k + W, w--i 0). Let us suppose that 
In the present case this is true and we have J;(x) = 2-“H,(x) and 
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f,(x) = -2-“-‘nH,p i(x). Then the equations, equivalent to (47) transform 
into 
and 
(52) [bJX2$ (wx) w” + [w2X22] ‘2 = - (nu2 + I)‘@, 
which in the limits w+ 0 lead to the Eqs. 
K(x) Hs (xl -h(X) =+1(x), or --= -- 2” 2n ’ 
and 
$&J(x) +6(x) = -h(x), or &H,(x) = 2nfLl(x), 
respectively. In the other case Et,+ we need to impose that the limits 
(53) zmo Wn i J;‘“‘=J(x); pof~=jgx), 
exist and they are different from zero. It happens since in this case, from (49) 
one has Ii(x) = 2-nH,(x) and &x) = 2~” H,-l(x). Then providing similar 
calculations as before we obtain instead of (51) and (52) the expressions 
n d- -  -  
-fi (x) -  2 -h(x) + Wi(x) =.li (4 
dx 
and h(x) ==.&b), 
respectively. The first Eq. is equivalent to the raising operator acting on the 
Hermite polynomials whereas the second is the trivial identity 
K-I(X) = K-I(X). 
Remark 6.1. Notice that in this case we have obtained two trivial identities in- 
volving the Hermite polynomials and two non trivial ones. If we want to obtain 
only non trivial identities we can consider the limit terms for a next higher de- 
grees of w. For example, if we consider the terms in w* in (51)-(52) we obtain, in 
the matrix form, 
that leads to H,(x) = 2xH,-l(x) -H;-,(x) and H:(x) = 2nH,-l(x). A simi- 
lar procedure can be done for all cases. 
To conclude this section we will study the orthogonality relation. We start 
from the fact that the functions E$cn+kj are an orthogonal set of functions, i.e., 
they satisfy the property 
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s 7r E~((eiB)Ef(eiB)/ sin(B)12k d0 = 0, w # V. T 
The above relation can be rewritten in terms of the vector functions. In fact the 
set of vector functions defined in (49) are an orthogonal set with respect to the 
inner product 
(F > Gh = /)i(n),/,(x)) (’ - x;)ili? 4(1 _;2jn+l,2 dx. 
Let us show the results of taking limits in the both aforementioned cases Ei+k 
and E!cn+kj. In the first case, changing XHWX, dividing by Wn+m+l and then 
taking the limit, we find that the following orthogonality property 
For the second functions, changing XHWX, dividing by Wn++l and then taking 
the limit, one gets 
For the other two cases (mixed cases) we only obtain in the limit the trivial 
identity 0 = 0. To get a non trivial result we need to use the second order ex- 
pression in w (see Remark 6.1). The obtained relations are the corresponding 
orthogonality relations for the classical Hermite polynomials. 
q-ultraspherical polynomials 
ultraspherical 
polynomials 
Bessel 
Functions 
Hermite 
polynomials 
Fig. 2: Schema of the Al classification of special functions 
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To conclude this paper let us point out that from the results presented in this 
paper and the ones given in [14], that are summarized in figure 2, follows that 
the degenerating Cherednik’s theory for At-root system leads to several well 
known results and identities for classical OP’s such as the ultraspherical and 
Hermite polynomials. Here again we should mention that for the Askey-Wilson 
a similar study can be done as it is shown in [16]. Notice also that in the last two 
sections instances of vector valued polynomials appear in a very natural way. 
They can be considered as the rows of the corresponding (bi)orthogonal matrix 
polynomials (for a detailed study of matrix OP’s see [6]). 
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